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whole ears have survived. Her findings furnish new information on the
evolution and distribution of maize.
Eubanks also endeavors to enrich understanding of the invention,
development, use, decoration, subject matter, and iconography of maize
ceramics. Her identification of fake Zapotec funerary urns makes a useful
contribution to pre-Columbian art history. Additional research on art
historical issues would be helpful. In particular, these mold-made maize
ceramics raise fascinating questions about representation in pre-Columbian
cultures. Why did Moche and Zapotec artists go to such lengths to represent
realistic ears of corn? Were these molded maize representations believed to
possess the powers associated with real com or com deities? What do these
ceramics indicate about the power of representation and the status of artists
in pre-Columbian cultures?
In closing, Eubank's book is meticulously researched, documented,
and organized, and, as such, is a useful reference work on pre-Columbian
maize. Her interdisciplinary work will be of interest to archeologists,
botanists, art historians, and anthropologists. It provides provocative
information on cultural contact and diffusion. Hopefully, others will be
inspired to pursue further cultural and art historical studies.
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